Effect of altered matrix proteins on quasilinear viscoelastic properties in transgenic mouse tail tendons.
Tendons have complex mechanical behaviors that are viscoelastic, nonlinear, and anisotropic. It is widely held that these behaviors are provided for by the tissue's composition and structure. However, little data are available to quantify such structure-function relationships. This study quantified tendon mechanical behaviors, including viscoelasticity and nonlinearity, for groups of mice that were genetically engineered for altered extracellular matrix proteins. Uniaxial tensile stress-relaxation experiments were performed on tail tendon fascicles from the following groups: eight week old decorin knockout, eight week old reduced type I collagen, three week old control, and eight week old control. Data were fit using Fung's quasilinear viscoelastic model, where the model parameters represent the linear viscoelastic and nonlinear elastic response. The viscoelastic properties demonstrated a larger and faster stress relaxation for the decorin knockout and a smaller and slower stress relaxation for the three week control. The elastic parameter, A, in the eight week control group was significantly greater than in the collagen reduction and three week control groups. This study provides quantitative evidence for structure-function relationships in tendon, including the role of proteoglycan in viscoelasticity. Future studies should directly correlate composition and structure with tendon mechanics for the design and evaluation of tissue-engineered constructs or tendon repairs.